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beings, races from black hole systems, that used to be as blessed as any
in the Wesedrak black hole. It just so happens that the UIR on this
side in their black hole want to rip a hole in time. They want
in parallel, their black hole. Now it"s a whole series of events to get
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down into their black hole system. What"s really weird too is there are some
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are others in black hole systems that are at the bottom ofthe bottom. (
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the Sho-na Black Holes such as the Budhara Universe. Because the Indigo team
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use in their Black Hole Universe after the separation. The systematic psychotronic pulsing
that
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February 2006, Tenerife Black Hole Fall. The StarFire process involves "inhaling" the Outer
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into Sho-na Black Hole Fall (see FOL Diary). The expedited TaKEYon Cycle
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built into the Black Hole technologies (such as NET) and how they affect
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food" for the Black Hole metatronic Races who have devised and enforced (through
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you create? • Black holes 4. What is the name given to the original
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Nuclear (b) Black hole technologies (c) Missiles (d) None ofthe above

Page: 6
Earth into its Black Hole system. 4. How and when was the Phantom Matrix
• To blend Black Hole systems with our living matrix. 7. What are the
Create a massive black hole. 8. What did progressive activation of the Solar Triad

Page: 7
Wormhole was a Black Hole technology system of feeding tubes. It was created by
was created by Black Hole races so they could feed off living beings in

Page: 9
through the Wesadrak Black Hole, reverse their template, make it all come back down
including the Wesadrak Black Hole and the V eca, right down over into the
into the Wesadek Black Hole. Quite an ingenious scheme. They worked very hard for

Page: 12
down into their Black Hole systems, which would rip apart everything it touched
frequencywise.

Page: 14
process opens a Black Hole and creates what is known as the Fibonacci (
takes place, a black hole opens within the capsule. That creates a radiation barrier,
up as the black hole, and the disc/shield becomes an entrapment field that

Page: 15
out and the black hole inside opens up. Then you have two vortices that
to run the Black Hole BeaST machine. Earth"s Blue Fire Sword initiation took place

Page: 16
into the competing Black Hole system. This was a combative initiative. Multiple Choice 1.
of the BeaST Black Hole machine, the Metatronic side controlled how much ofthe g1ids?

Page: 45
natural anti-Christos black hole and an unnatural anti-Christos black hole? • A
unnatural anti-Christos black hole? • A natural anti-Christos black hole is not
natural anti-Christos black hole is not spinning but stagnant, and is not throwing
unnatural anti-Christos black hole is designed to sustain itself by tearing down as

Page: 46
our bodies. 3. Black hole technologies: Black hole technologies temporarily sustain a being"s
existence
Black hole technologies: Black hole technologies temporarily sustain a being"s existence by
feeding off
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temporarily a natural black hole that is not spinning and not throwing energy out
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mutation that allows Black Hole races to create a "living dead" electrostatic, artificial-
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(b) creates Black Hole Merkaba vehicles (c) allows the particle and anti-

Page: 74
Dancers, beings from black hole systems, could push their consciousness through the
Shadow Body
formula that creates black hole Merkaba vehicles; also known as the Fibonacci sequence. 2.
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and galaxies into black hole status. "BST" stands for Blank Slate Technology because
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Page: 28
some will go black hole fall. Well, black hole fall has an end of
hole fall. Well, black hole fall has an end of its story, too. It
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up in a black hole system that eventually implodes. That was what was set

Page: 32
Disk 3 These black holes were not made by accident. They were created by
ia trix, made black holes, did horrible things to other cultures, and there would

Page: 39
Like, if a black hole got to a certain level, it will experience consequences
was in that black hole will go on back to Source as units of

Page: 58
it into a black hole, if they didn"t care if people were tortured and
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up in a black hole. There was great love from the Founders Races for
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system down a black hole! It can be really hard to forgive. But in
that"s what the black hole fall people do. There"s a state of Communion that

Page: 69
something in a black hole, be it one person or a whole universe in
universe in a black hole, does instant fast spacedust return, if they take that
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Milky Way Galaxy Black Hole System. Once the Earth-Sun Solar Time-Torus Tunnel
Way "Alpha" Black Hole System.
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Way "Alpha" Black Hole System. (Detailed information on the Toral Rift Death
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Parallel Milky Way Black Hole System. When Lower Earth and our Sun became linked
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Like, if a black hole got to a certain level, it will experience consequences
was in that black hole will go on back to Source as units of
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sets of tiny black-hole (magnetic)/white-hole (electrical) Merkaba Sets that
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about the Beast black hole technology that was released in Atlantis here. I have

Page: 3
technologies, that create black hole technologies, that cause the fall of planetary systems or
activating the antiKristic black hole mechanics on this planet. It has been a long
going into a black hole harnessed fall, into what is called the Wesedrak matrix.
eaten by another black hole matrix. Page 3 of 151

Page: 9
by the same black hole technologies that we"ve talked about on Earth, but most

Page: 12
to tumble into black hole fall into one of the other black holes. That
of the other black holes. That was already solved, because the AnshatAsa Passage was

Page: 13
the anti-Kristic black hole technologies. But they are not the same technology. They

Page: 14
matrix in their black hole system for quantum food. When you"re in a black
you"re in a black hole system you need to feed it, or eventually it

Page: 22
actually falling into black hole status at this point. So, our V eca quadrant
can fall into black hole status. They go home to Source too, but as

Page: 26
the Beast machine black hole technologies were being used to compromise the natural
structure
And there were black hole wormholes sliced through from theirs into our system over
called the Wesedrak black hole system, and the PCM part is the part that

formed that Wesedak black hole system. These weren"t the start of our problems. Their
and Wesedak fallen black hole systems. Page26of 151
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been taken into black hole fall with the destiny of spacedust return. Because that
Eckasha here. These black holes weren"t there. This was called the WeselA matrix and

Page: 29
want to go black hole assimilation fall. What these guys had planned was to
into the Wesedrak black hole, and make that really big, and then what they
you have a black hole fall, which means you can"t generate spark current any

Page: 30
up falling into black holes, because they were messing with energy in ways that
currents. So, whatever black hole forms out here in the outer matrix, and then
to lead to black hole falls, there"s also distortions in consciousness, just like here,
with conditions of black hole fall. We"re still fortunate enough that we"re able to
would help their black hole systems to live longer, that"s all that matters to
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be doing Wesadrak black hole fall or Bourgha black hole fall, this planet wont
fall or Bourgha black hole fall, this planet wont be and this V eca

Page: 52
even into other black hole falls, if they are already a fallen race or
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falling down a black hole before anything else does. Because that is what happens
me into a black hole! " The techniques that we use are made specifically

Page: 119
places connected to black holes. We have these guys that are the hibernation zones,

Page: 124
technology that had black hole capacity and time rip capacity and wormhole capacity, which

Page: 125
in the Wesedrak black hole. They tried to do that in order to pull
down into that black hole, including Urtha, not just Earth. So, they were given
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Sovereign Lone-Star Black-hole fall" of this Ecka-Veca- fall status of this
this destiny of black-hole fall probability line through the collective planetary choices of
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falls down a black hole. It will go home differently-it will go home

Page: 4
things like create black holes and harm each other and harm other things. That
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you go into black holes, which gets even worse. But the natural structure here
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their world; in black holes it works differently than it does here. The D-
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fields. These are Black Hole Technologies that were created in Atlantean time (ending
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the result of Black Hole Technologies created in Atlantean time by FA groups to
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spin that create Black Hole FalL 4. Are the selenite crystals in Earth"s mantle

Page: 12
(b) A black hole. (c) A white hole. (d) All of

Page: 14
stuck in a Black Hole system and it falls, usually what will happen is
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is a Metatronic Black Hole Fall anti-Krystic? • A Metatronic Black Hole Fall
• A Metatronic Black Hole Fall matrix is anti-Krystic because they are using
quarantine during the Black Hole Fall of our system. • When a system falls
a system falls Black Hole, it can actually be dragged into larger black holes
dragged into larger black holes that are using the Metatronic technologies to feed off

Page: 16
have its own Black Hole quarantine, which means it will not be allowed to
food into other Black Hole systems. It will get a different Angular Rotation of
during a natural black hole fall (Cal Fall)? • Yes, not all Fall
Some of the Black Hole matrices are actually looking forward to their Black Hole
forward to their Black Hole implosion point. 8. Explain the Kryst Code Encryption. •

Page: 21
(a) A Black Hole force. (b) The Joule force. (c) Dark

Page: 59
the Wesedak Matrix Black Hole System hijacked a part ofthe Crystal Core Gates via
the center ofthe Black Hole in the center ofthe Milky Way. The "Curse

Page: 78
from the Wesadak Black Hole System. • 250 BY A: The Fall of Lyra,

Page: 79
order to create Black Hole systems feeding to maintain their existence and their quantum
Eckasha"s Ecka-Veca Black Hole System. 5. Where was the Yod-Hey-Vod-Hey

Page: 80
ofthe Milky Way Black Hole System, progressively pulling us fully into the Milky Way
ofthe Procyak Matrix Black Hole because its original Kathara Grid is pulled in an
with the larger Black Hole System. The FA try to pull in the rest
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Page: 9
connected to the black hole technologies that we"ve talked about from the Atlantean period.

Page: 15
which is a black hole fall which is your sun eventually dies and does

Page: 19
become its own black hole system. And eventually, the particle dust of that black
dust of that black hole will go back home through a natural, larger universal

Page: 21
core a massive black hole somewhere in the vicinity of what they"ve dubbed Sagittarius
center of the black hole, the center of the Milky Way galaxy, but there

Page: 25
it into full black hole fall, because Earth was a very, very special place,
BeaST; they create black hole fall. So, finally these are coming into Guardian alignment.

Page: 27
of the BeaST black hole machine. But, the people that we were trying to

Page: 29
or BeaST machine, black hole machine, that is plugged into these planetary grids from

Page: 31
activate the BeaST black hole machine. And that was about pulling this system, this
other already fallen black hole systems. Because a black hole system, it"s still in
systems. Because a black hole system, it"s still in the Body of God, but,
happens with a black hole system is that it no longer its open link
it"s at. So black hole systems ... it"s like having a cell in your
it. When a black hole system falls ... black hole systems don"t just fall

system falls ... black hole systems don"t just fall and disappear. There are certain
into a full black hole status. So, there are other systems in the Cosmic
about creepies from black hole systems that have been invading this place, the fallen
their systems, their black hole systems that can no longer naturally generate their own
consciousness to form black hole technologies that suck energy off living matrices in order
because they went black hole status because they were abusing the power, their natural

Page: 32
these 2 fallen black hole systems are in something called the WesaiA Matrix. The

Page: 33
trying to activate black hole technology on this planet, it would have been simple.

Page: 38
and wormholes and black holes are a bit different. They all kind of work
can. Wormholes and black hole technologies tend to run together. So, before we were

Page: 40
with spaghetti and black holes and things. Physicists, some physicist refer to it as

Page: 45
the BeaST and Black Hole technologies from Atlantis and all of that, where you"ll
far as the black hole technologies and all that. But what I"d like to

Page: 49
to do with black holes and those kind of things down here, appears very,

Page: 50
stuck in a black hole system and it falls, usually what will happen is

Page: 55
where it went black hole fall, and then they used those technologies to tap
stuck in the black hole quarantine. Because when a system falls, it actually creates
would be a black hole quarantine. There are worse fates. When a system falls
a system falls black hole, it can actually be dragged into larger black holes
dragged into larger black holes who are using the metatronic technologies to feed off
have its own black hole quarantine, which means it will not be allowed to
food into other black hole systems. Copyright A"shavana & A"hzavana Deane. 2007, All
Rights
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that go into black hole status are trying to avoid their black hole"s implosion
to avoid their black hole"s implosion point; some are actually looking forward to it.

Page: 165
center of the Black Hole that"s in the center of the Milky Way. These

Page: 203
center of the Black Hole of center of the Milky Way. It didn"t cause
started, how the Black Hole in the center of the Milky Way did not

Page: 215
the Wesedek Matrix black hole system. And it is one of the key-this

Page: 256
be lost to black hole fall. And usually they are self-contained black holes
are self-contained black holes unless metatronic science is involved which tries to take
stop their own black hole from its final eventual implosion and return of space

Page: 257
path, fall into black hole status. And that is what this system is going

Page: 259
BeaST network, the black hole systems and all of that. And then there are
in a full black hole yet, it"s being eaten by one. And even science
know there"s a black hole at the center of the Milky Way Galaxy somewhere
is making the black hole, but it is part of it. And that is
down in that black hole that is actually anchoring that black hole is another
actually anchoring that black hole is another piece of what used to be a
came from a black hole system that was in a neighboring ... it"s called
that were fallen black hole systems in it. And the Appolyon drama unfolded because

Page: 260
in the Wesadak black hole into what is known as the Cube Matrix. And
to create feeding black hole systems that can try to maintain their existence and

Page: 261
themselves into other black hole systems for support. So, we have hibernation zones that

Page: 264
part of the black hole technologies that are built on the "Bloom of

Page: 266
massive use of black hole technology in this matrix. And that was done during

Page: 270
core of the black hole and the center of the Milky Way Galaxy. It

Page: 272
Phantom and Imploding Black Hole Systems And here are the tones for those too.
was a progressive black hole matrix set up, or wormhole matrix set up, linking

Page: 274
into the Abaddon black hole system. The M-Gates are the ones that correspond
the Procyak Abaddon black hole system--OberYon Sagittarius A system. So there are layers.

Page: 275
Hey-Vod-Hey black hole. And that is in the Wesedak Matrix. And they"re

Page: 276
center is a black hole (inaudible) ... there"s all sorts of little ones

Page: 277
fall down a black hole and still live there as a vampire if you

Page: 279
Eckasha"s Ecka-Veca black hole system. And it"s not even a fallen Ecka. They"re

Page: 281
have a calm black hole fall. So, if this is closed and this is

Page: 284
of massive scale black hole technologies, wormhole technologies, they were able to literally
stretch
the Milky Way black hole. However, that wormhole that it connects it to the
is still a black hole system. It will still eventually ... it"s not going
become a sovereign black hole where it falls unto itself and then eventually it

Page: 285
into the larger black hole system, so they could hopefully, what they"re really hoping

Page: 287
the Procyak Matrix Black Hole. This is what is holding this in place. The

Page: 289
of the Procyak Black Hole at the center ofthe Milky Way. But these ...

Page: 301
teaching them about black holes and things right now, they are troubled enough. There

Page: 305
or infinitely. Yes! Black hole expanding behind you! Right? There are little notes here,
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Page: 14
with scientifically identified black-hole core), but also LOCAL Universal Evolution involving the
"
separation and resultant black-hole finite evolution). Our Earth is changing before our eyes,

Page: 15
the Path of Black Hole Fall, which it entered billions of years ago. If
the Path of Black Hole Fall (and its inevitable, eventual "Space-dust

Page: 16
Milky Way Galaxy Black Hole Fall and Space-dust Return. This "Path of

Page: 26
star, pulsar, or black hole). All of these celestial configurations represent the portion of
neutron stars, and black holes will all eventually enter "Black Hole Fall Spaceeventually enter "Black Hole Fall Space-dust Return" to the GodSource Consciousness Field,

Page: 27
natural option" of Black Hole Fall Space-dust Return. And we were given the

Page: 29
Way Galaxy entered Black Hole Fall out of the M31-Andromeda Galaxy/Aquinos Universe.
discovered" the large black hole at the center of our Milky Way Galaxy.) Spanning

Page: 32
planetary network of black-hole and wormhole interface structures that is designed upon the
races from several black-hole systems in the Parallel Universe imbued Earth"s Templar with
"Alpha-Omega" Black Hole Fall network. The Parallel Universe system from which these
Parallel Universe Alpha Black Hole System. In Earth"s pre-ancient past, the planetary Omega
"Alpha-Omega" Black Hole/Wormhole Network, and created the Transdimensional Shield of
AdorA/

Page: 43

Veca system into black hole status There is something that has to do with

Page: 50
to it"s own black hole status and not be eaten alive by the Wesedrak

Page: 58
because of those black hole technologies. But there are also good Elemental Commands that

Page: 85
frequencies from the black hole systems or the time-rips, they"ll pick-up either

Page: 91
its own sovereign black hole system, and have about 3 billion years left on
and the Bourgha black hole systems We"ve got control of this complex during FOL,

Page: 93
in the same black hole with them continually, you have places to go, we
come through their black hole system They ended up having a black hole system
up having a black hole system because the Bourgha raided their Matrix and they
they got the black hole on the AdorA side, the time-rip in their
rip in their black hole. So they have been guardians of that time-rip,

Page: 106
not connected to black holes or anything. So, we are not saying you are

Page: 151
Matrix, into their black hole system So we"ve basically been, you can say we"ve

Page: 164
it will go black hole status, but within its own system. And because the
become their own black hole system in other words and that"s what our solar
there is a black hole potential that will allow for still sovereignty-self-sovereignty
first the Wesedrak black hole and that being eaten by the Bourgha black hole.
by the Bourgha black hole. This is a mess. We"re in the middle of
into the Bourgha black hole system As long as the Aquareion intervention is successful,

Page: 165
as well, into black hole fall And that"s when they said, all right. Enough
on their own black hole seed atom and progressively transmuting because they are going

Page: 166
compromised through a black hole set uptime rip actually-not even a black hole,
not even a black hole, a time rip set up the Bourgha had made

Page: 168
own matrix go black hole status, and fall where they lost some of their
severe consequence is black hole fall and eventual space dust return But it isn"t

Page: 169
and it created black hole fall of the parallel Eckasha"s entire Ecka-Veca system.
to fall into black hole status that they controlled. They became known as the

Page: 243
large co-shared black hole system and they do have a finite life span

Page: 245
BeaST technologies, the black hole technologies that have been used here since Atlantis.
Particularly

Page: 253
they"ll still be black hole. Others will be pulled into the Wesedrak-Bourgha-Threshold

Page: 263
own "Sovereign Black Hole State" which it would still have, you know, many

Page: 264
still existing-a black hole system being run by the consciousness, the extreme polarity

Page: 271
being in a Black Hole System where it even turned itself into a Black
itself into a Black Hole and it can"t receive any more energies so eventually
thing falls in Black Hole Status, that is usually the path of return It
that does fall Black Hole Status, but is willing and the Beings who live
back into your Black Hole, and you can achieve a Krist Fall Status. Which

Page: 274
them into their Black Hole System. You put a deflection field around a system

Page: 278
trashed. It is Black hole and it is destined to implode unless it feeds

have 2 fallen black hole systems, but they have the rest of their Matrix

Page: 279
Wesadek and Wesadrak black hole systems -but the whole thing isn"t fallen, so

Page: 296
creation into their Black-hole domain. Once freed from the quarantine of the "

Page: 297
vicinity into their Black-hole system" So this gives you who is who when

Page: 344
be its own black hole system at that point At that point, if there

Page: 359
have to understand black holes and hosting planets, and all of that stuff to

Page: 372
fall completely into black hole assimilation otherwise. It is going black hole, but it
It is going black hole, but it can go in a hosted fall that
just forget the black hole fall, right? It"s happening, but that scares the heck
Earth is entering Black Hole Fall. But we can simply say to them, it

Page: 373
without talking about black holes. And I think that"s probably where the programs will

Page: 392
activations and the black hole technologies and all that stuff, most of us are

Page: 396
up going into Black hole Fall and space dust return I"m simplifying a lot

Page: 398
them and their Black hole Fall System. So you"ll see who we"re dealing with,
they fell into Black hole status, which means they are not longer able, a

Page: 403
going into full Black hole Fall. It is the Aquafereion Shield and the people
and go into Black hole status, but to get the life field out and
would go into Black hole Fall. It would go into now at this point

be trapped in Black hole Fall cycle and that was it There would be

Page: 404
if it fell Black hole Status, that 3 billion years left of potential evolution

Page: 413
the Threshold machine black hole technologies. These are the DNA NET"s and things that

Page: 428
System and the Black hole Systems that had been created. They were giving us

Page: 429
as Wormholes or Black holes. They have much more flux, what are called flux
the Metatronic BeaST Black hole machine which is the external merkaba, you know,
technologies.

Page: 430
falls, goes those Black Hole Status it will return as Nova or space dust
is still falling Black Hole System, a very large one over here in the

Page: 431
having gone full Black Hole Status and becoming an eating Matrix where it was

Page: 440
say whatever chosen Black Hole Fall destiny awaits you- some people know that and

Page: 447
of the other Black holes into the Bourgha Black hole. So it was like
into the Bourgha Black hole. So it was like a never ending Victim -

Page: 448
the industrialized corporation, Black hole Corporation that they had created in Parallel Earth.
It

Page: 449
Masters of the Black hole Universe and they want to use that technology to
the other local Black hole systems They"d love to eat the Bourgha but the
this Matrix into Black hole Fall but not into Black hole Fall that would
but not into Black hole Fall that would be eaten by the Wesedrak Matrix

Page: 454

its own Sovereign Black hole but not Sovereign Fall Agenda. It would have been,

Page: 518
zones and from black hole systems So, it is this that is ... and
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Page: 10
piece of the black hole technology. They just plugged in two other pieces and

Page: 22
and jump around black hole systems to avoid their implosion. They will try to

Page: 34
doesn"t go into black hole fall and go through very rapid ... if it

Page: 35
part of the black hole technology. So, these flames are built on the Krystal

Page: 37
system is falling black hole status at this point, because the staff- we narrated
is like ... black hole technology. Most of it is metatronic. The Threshold system

Page: 41
the metatronic and black hole technologies that took down Tara and which are at

Page: 42
would have fallen black hole status and complete space dust return It"s good for

Page: 62
whole set of black hole technologies that have been used here since Atlantis and

Page: 72
fallen and gone black hole status, they could have quarantined them there, but if

Page: 74
already gone into black hole fall. A natural Bardoah for a black hole fall
Bardoah for a black hole fall system will end up in space dust return.
and they use black hole and wormhole technology to do it But it is
they used these black hole technologies that were already online. They used them to

Page: 79
nasty mechanics of black hole technologies that have been a, you know, activated here.

Page: 113
right into a Black Hole or into a Hibernation Zone. And that"s the stuff

Page: 181
we were almost Black Hole mentality at that point, even though we weren"t Black
though we weren"t Black Hole status on this Planet So it is very good

Page: 243
Threshold and the black hole machines and the BeaST machines are built on. They

Page: 247
formula for the black hole codes. You want to bring something in a black
something in a black hole, do it in a bi-veca code instead of

Page: 333
being consumed in Black Hole Fall, or consumption by Fallen Angelics.lt is also

Page: 334
galaxy with its black hole at its center, it has been trapped in an
by Fallen Angelic Black Hole technologies, the BeaST Machine and Threshold and all of

Page: 373
complete fall. A Black Hole Fall System is literally a system ... it is

Page: 406
Earth instead of Black Hole fall and space dust return. That Path is available

Page: 425
do with the black hole systems and other things interfacing with our fields that

Page: 440
their matrix fell black hole status, and they tapped in using a time rip
Eckashas can"t fall black hole status, but the Veca systems within them can, and
Wesadraks that used black hole technologies over here. But the WEsala ended up being

Page: 442
ones from the black hole systems and the Bourgha systems trying to get control

when something goes black hole- it will eventually fall It will eventually implode and
you feed the black hole with bringing more matter and energy into it, it

Page: 444
left will fall black hole status So, it"s like whatever wants out, and doesn"t
go back to black hole space dust return, has 223 years before this New
frequencies frorn the black hole systems This is the sarne thing that is keeping
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of them going black hole. It"s all connected into this too It gets really,

Page: 479
what is a black hole, in the center of the Milky Way Galaxy. Well,
core of the black hole, and that is Abaddon. Abaddon is actually Procyon A,
the Milky Way black hole, which is Procyon A ... you have Procyon A
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up as the black hole bit Abaddon, and a third of it ended up
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and the whole black hole mechanism- all of that kind of mess. There is
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way into full Black hole Fall. Now at this point, there is still portions
know it"s a black hole that is where there is a burned-out star
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which is the black hole in the Adjacent Eckasha Systems -it"s not even
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was designed by Black hole Fall people who decided that it was -instead
in a full Black hole Fall, even though it takes many, many billion of
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system, where a black hole link was made through, into here, into ... that
"fallen YHWH black hole system," Y-H-W-H, all right. So this,

Page: 505
is the core black hole which is, is a burned out Star, a black
out Star, a black hole that is Abaddon. And Abaddon was spliced into the

through a, a black hole fall, a long, drawn out black hole fall here
long, drawn out black hole fall here with the Sol system So, other parts

Page: 508
or Abaddon, OberYon black hole galaxy like our galaxy"s running on that black hole,
running on that black hole, so theM-gates are the Kathara grid main gate

Page: 509
right, the Procyak black hole system ... so, Procyak black hole system is defined
... so, Procyak black hole system is defined by this barrier where these end
it is the black hole that they assume is there, but they haven"t found

Page: 510
the Procyak, Abaddon black hole OberYon Sagittarius-A system So these guys are actually
in the YHWH black hole system in the Wesedak matrix of the Adjacent Eckasha.
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to its own black hole, and it was much longer after that, it was
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as its own black hole system, that will eventually implode to space dust, billions
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it is that black hole that is at the center of the Milky Way

Page: 6
into the Procyak Black Hole. Because of what is happening now there are things

Page: 22
way toward its black hole center and ... but, there will be some interesting
into full final black hole fall Because, our sun will have finished its Bardoah

Page: 24
Star. In the black hole at the center of the Milky Way there is
the Milky Way black hole at its center, than are the Sagittarius A Star
you know, the black hole. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi

Page: 25
the Milky Way black hole. They used to be, before they fell and went
you know, partial black hole fall, cause it"s actually partial black hole fall, they"re
it"s actually partial black hole fall, they"re going in a full black hole fall
in a full black hole fall because at the center of the Milky Way,

Page: 26
BeaST system, the black hole system, the Arimathaea wormhole that links the Wesedek
system
in the Wesedek black hole system. In other words, they were going to eat
the Milky Way black hole. The Abaddon plugs into the YOdhA VOdhA Matrix, or

Page: 27
the YOdhA VOdhA black hole in the Wesedek Matrix of the adjacent Eckasha-A.

Page: 33
in the Wesa black hole system. So, you can look at it as the

Page: 36
their path of black hole fall until eventual space dust return The MCEO Freedom
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that holds the black hole connections there. And then we talked about the White

Page: 61
fell into Wesadek Black Hole through the Red Daisy matrix in 2003. This means
it"s in that Black hole system or on its way in. This means it"s
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... at its black hole core, there is a piece of what was a

Page: 70
also fall down black holes playing with mirrors, where you can literally walk through
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Milky Way-the black hole-is connected to They invaded the YOdhA VOdhA system

Page: 75
beginning of the black hole at the center of the Milky Way Galaxy. And
and put in black hole quarantine here, but it would also take them out,

Page: 76
plugs into the black hole at the center of the Milky Way, and on
of the Wesadek black hole system, is referred to as the YOdhA VOdhA, or
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into a slow black hole fall, but it cannot get out The ascension gates

Page: 82
the black hole at the center, to cut it off from the
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on going into black hole fall at this point I don"t think so-no,
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in the Wesadek Black Hole system That"s the thing that the Whites just fully
Wesa matrix, fallen black hole system And this was run through Paris, Brussels and
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become its own black hole system But it depends on what happens with this

Page: 126
used, the whole Black Hole stuff runs on that and-infrasound is a good

Page: 128
aligned with the Black Hole systems That is what happened with Phantom Earth itself
fell into Wesadrak Black Hole alignment. This means plugging into the Milky Way Procyak
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with all their Black Holes and stuff combined, just to do this. But if

Page: 224
scientifically identified "black-hole" core), but also LOCAL Universal Evolution involving the "
separation and resultant black-hole finite evolution). They know all of these things and
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the path of black-hole fa// which it entered billions of years ago. If
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version of a black hole fall. It happens with large systems as well, as
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into the Wesedrak black hole, etc Well, something decent has happened in this. Due

Page: 251
center of the Black hole at the center of the Milky Way galaxy. It
a finite, quarantined black hole galaxy system-which it is on its way to

Page: 252
galaxy and the Black hole at its center So, this is just showing the
the Milky Way black hole ... the center of the Milky Way black hole.
the Milky Way black hole. It actually leads down into the Wesedrak Matrix because
like-it"s a black hole that works like a wormhole. It"s connected to a
to a bigger black hole. And that"s called the Yod Heh Vod Heh or

Page: 253
uniting all their black holes, which is what they"ve been trying to do. So,
nasty Fallen Angelic black hole wormhole technologies that were put in with it Next

Page: 254

us up with black holes, larger ones in the universe and the galaxy. This
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the Procyak, the black hole center of the Milky Way. So, we"re going to
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Page: 4
that fell into black hole status. It would also have been the Milky Way

Page: 8
fall down a black hole. And this is why these teachings are being brought

Page: 17
connected to the Black Hole Machine called the BeaST that is on-planet I
have-well, the black hole people will be able to play with each other

Page: 24
the NET, the Black Hole NET, Nibiruian Electrostatic Transduction Field NET that runs in
alive by their Black Hole, turned their grids over to the Krystics, and that

Page: 33
mutated by the Black Hole Technologies that have been progressively employed here. So,
these

Page: 41
Vectors connected to Black Hole Systems. And that"s where we get major possessions and

Page: 47
called the Procyak Black Hole System. That is the official name of the black
name of the black hole at the center of the Milky Way Galaxy, and

Page: 48
System , a Black Hole Fall System. But, at least, it will be sovereign.
Which means the black holes that are connected from other matrices that are connecting

Page: 50
using Anti-Krystic, Black-Hole Technology, and developing it in order to eat the

Page: 51

and the Wesedrak Black Hole Systems, that interface ... the Wesedrak interfaced through,
into
endangered by the black hole structures that were evolving. This is where the Host

Page: 56
came from other Black Hole Systems that have invaded here, and there"s been other
locked into Procyak Black Hole and back into its natural alignment. And, it"s a
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created by the Black Hole BeaST Technologies that have been progressively built here, but
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working with the Black Hole Crews to take over the system. And we have,
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drag it into black hole fall, and keep some facsimile of its form intact.
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technologies which are black hole technologies forcing black holes and worm holes to be
hole technologies forcing black holes and worm holes to be made when they should
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19:00] (Black Hole technologies) .,_., This all has to do with. Remember
technologies of the Black Hole technologies from the Fallen Wesa System. The Wesadak and
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of Ash aLA black hole technology, and they are the anti-Kryst teachings. And
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The .. BeaST" Black-Hole Machine ... Our Atlantean Legacy D-o..o...r.
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center of the black hole, the center of our universe, of our galaxy. That
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is showing the Black Hole, the reach of the Black Hole at the center
reach of the Black Hole at the center of the Milky Way. Out here,
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and the Procyak Black Hole Now, this is getting a little bit more-same
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up with a Black Hole that had two different controllers that wanted to fight
over making the Black Hole and using it as an eating machine, and whoever

Page: 84
Procyak Time Warp Black Hole Galaxy & YHWH666 Death Daisy Seal Copyright A"shavana &

Page: 89
will become a Black Hole. And it is a Black Hole System; it already
it is a Black Hole System; it already is one. But the nice thing
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right into a Black Hole! (Audience laughs.) Alright, alright, it"s clear light gold
light of God, Black Hole, right! (A"sha laughs with audience.) Vertical halfway point
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Page: 8
be descending into black hole fall and thinking we were ascending into Christ Consciousness.

Page: 31
blow up your black hole." It is simply action and consequence. (Speaker 1,
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fall into the black hole, that is just fine. God does not mind." (
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it into a black hole ... if It did not care if people were
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out in the black hole system that was based upon Kristiac principles. 25 "
imprint for a black hole system. When a person accepts a host into a
that is what black holes will do, it is evitable, no matter how much
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(already in Black Hole fall) make up the other 2/3rct_ Many of
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Cad Earth) into Black Hole Fall. We then heard the good news! The Shield
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Earth can avoid Black Hole fall alignment in 2012. E-Asha then discussed some

Page: 2
with the Bourgha Black Hole and parallel Veca-2 Black Hole Network when we
parallel Veca-2 Black Hole Network when we were in MG Probability 1-3.
Stellar level. The Black Hole collectives are able to use the misalignments (that
from the Bourgha Black Hole into the entire Milky Way metagalaxy, thereby harnessing it
full alignment with Black Hole fall. E-Asha also included some examples of drawings
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Earth out of Black Hole fall alignment until the final separation in 2230 AD.
between the Bourgha Black Hole and our pineal glands and this is no mistake
this way, the Black Hole collectives can use people to receive and beam the
our phase-locked, Black Hole-aligned hologram. To begin "freeing our mind from
the Beast), the Black Hole MICCA and MECCA complexes (and the 5 Pillars
One), the Bourgha Black Hole/parallel Veca-2 11: 11 and 12: 12 alignments,
dragged into the Black Hole fall and NET Earth, Median Earth and AshaLA will
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Page: 18
alignment with the Black Hole systems It"s amazing that we weren"t" pulled in before,
this and about Black Holes and it"s like, "Great, yep; I just don"t

Page: 38
where the Bourgha Black Hole system is located. We had over here the-in
had the Wese Black Hole systems over here. And over here, we had the

Page: 39
where we have Black Hole system interfaces We also have Black Hole system interfaces
We also have Black Hole system interfaces between these and these over here, which
is the Bourgha Black Hole system That entire set, that entire EckaNeca system is
as alignment with Black Hole. When you align with Black Hole systems, it simply
you align with Black Hole systems, it simply means at some point your gates

Page: 40
are running the Black Hole systems at the center of the Milky-they are
called the Procyak Black Hole systems, because Procedes was the center star of this
called the Procyak Black Hole. Where the Krystic mission was attempting to slowly over
ones running the Black Hole systems have been planning to crash them into each
fully into the Black Hole alignments. So, this is basics of looking at it

Page: 41
plan of these Black Hole systems is, is to get this system at a
aligning with the Black Holes from the Parallel system, the place where Parallel Earth
the fallen Bourgha Black Hole system is. This is showing the alignment between, whaL

Page: 42
knew where the Black Hole systems were in the Ecka maps, we can tell
the Parallel system Black Holes. And this, if we look at our Eckasha level,
completely fallen Bourgha Black Hole system Now, Eckashas can"t fall, but the EckaNeca

systems

Page: 43
Parallel Eckasha, Bourgha Black Hole system So, this isn"t showing the other crossovers into

Page: 44
Bourgha Parallel Eckasha Black Hole system passing through into our Eckasha, right? Not
into
but Parallel Veca Black Hole passes into ours. So, this is where our Veca

Page: 45
with the Parallel Black Hole system That"s very close to the larger Bourgha Black
the larger Bourgha Black Hole system That"s why this system fell, because it"s interfaced
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can open to Black Holes that would have some version of orbing. And it"s
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look at the Black Holes in relation to that You can understand that the

Page: 52
got-yeah, its Black Hole fall It"s got its Meta-Galactic- 12 where its
is the Bourgha Black Hole interface So, you got one big Black Hole mess
got one big Black Hole mess happening, with an even bigger one on top

Page: 53
and our Parallel Black Hole Veca system I"m not showing you yet what is
do with the Black Holes and things. So, that"s something else we"ll get into
here with the Black Hole systems folks that have been trying progressively to invade.
and into the Black Hole alignments. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
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this is a Black Hole alignment as well. So, this is the Core ofVecaParallel Eckasha Bourgha Black Hole interface So, literally, the center of Veca-2 is
is in that Black Hole system So, this actually feeds the mess that is
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with the Bourgha Black Hole system Our Milky Way is actually running this line

Page: 56

of course, the Black Holes and stuff And now, if we can actually plot

Page: 57
Meta-Galactic Procyak Black Hole system. That corresponds directly to right here, Ok? The

Page: 58
where these big Black Hole issues are actually occurring, or at least in what

Page: 59
be the Procyak Black Hole that"s at the center of the Milky Way system.
interfacing with these Black Holes and the gates opened all the way through into

Page: 61
we have these Black Hole fallen system issues over here, and we have these

Page: 64
directly with the Black Hole System and the Veca-2 Black Hole that is
the Veca-2 Black Hole that is within the Bourgha Black Hole Alignment, which
within the Bourgha Black Hole Alignment, which is this little arc here. So, we"re

Page: 65
we have the Black Hole Interface coming in from the Parallel System. So that"s
in from the Black Hole Systems. Directly from the Black Hole Systems. Now, this
Directly from the Black Hole Systems. Now, this is ... we would get these

Page: 66
though you have Black Holes happening over there, somewhere else in the Universe. They
it brings that Black Hole interface in-right here-literally, through our head. Yeah
through here, the Black Holes are actually transmitting to us from the ... this

Page: 67
is in the Black Hole at the moment as far as the frequencies go.
through the Procyak Black Hole-are the frequencies that are coming from Veca-2
Veca-2 Core Black Hole System, that"s connected with the Bourgha Black Hole System.
with the Bourgha Black Hole System. So it is a whole chain of links

Page: 68
had with these Black Holes when we were in those other Galactic Probabilities-or
Galactic-58 Procyak Black Hole connection, in the D-3 Rajhna and Pineal. So

have got a Black Hole in the middle of your Pineal that comes out
a sissy with Black Holes. (having a laugh) The MCEO Freedom Teachings®

Page: 72
in from the Black Hole Systems-bend and project out at a different angle
directly from the Black Hole-come out, project out the left eye, and ...

Page: 74
correspondence to those Black Hole issues happening. But again if you had these frequencies

Page: 75
is the Procyak Black Hole System. Right there in our Pineal, controlling our Pineal.
up all those Black Hole frequencies. So we"ve got that And we"ll see what
the Milky Way Black Hole. The Procyak Black Hole at the center of the
Hole. The Procyak Black Hole at the center of the Milky Way. They can

Page: 79
all interfacing with Black Holes here alright? So you"re going to get some nice
in from the Black Hole sides. So if you have ... wake up from

Page: 101
this is where Black Hole problems are happening, because they interface with a massive
with a massive Black Hole system that is in the parallel Eckasha level. Next
system into these Black Holes to feed their Black Hole system, because this system
to feed their Black Hole system, because this system is entirely fallen now and

Page: 102
can go into Black Hole fall, where they"re no longer in the natural arrangements
looking at the Black Hole interfaces over here from Veca-2, and these are

Page: 103
is actually the Black Hole around which our Solar System has formed And what
that"s where our Black Hole at the center of our Galaxy is. But this
down into this Black Hole system Now, the original Krystal River Mission, which the
down by the Black Hole systems over here. That project is not going to
to go into Black Hole Fall, the Andromeda system isn"t And these are all

Page: 104
came through that Black Hole at the center see the Black Hole is progressively

center see the Black Hole is progressively becoming active now, which science hadn"t figured
goes with the Black Hole systems And they all have certain similarities to the

Page: 105
eaten by the Black-Hole mess- because that"s what they were trying to do

Page: 106
that actually these Black Hole systems have been raiding into this system And we
quantum that the Black Holes had greater quantum than the system They can"t eat
on top of Black Holes. This is why the drama has progressively been manifesting
that much larger Black Hole that cuts through its system. And if you notice,
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in the Bourgha Black Hole alignment Now there are still pathways through some of
and energy and Black Hole systems are no longer capable of generating their own
to go into Black Hole fall But not everyone who gets themselves in black
gets themselves in black hole situations wants to go into ascension. There"s all sorts

Page: 108
nobody"s talking about Black Holes. So this complex has five primary pillars, and they
have a massive Black Hole connection. This is directly connected into the massive Eckasha
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guys control the Black Hole set that"s at the center of our Veca, which
which controls the Black Hole sets that is at the center of our Galaxy.
alignment with the Black Holes when we opened the gates in 2000, but not
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You could fill Black Holes with White Out -I like that I That"s
ones from the Black Hole systems attempted to force things to a certain way,
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even a tiny Black Hole- but that"s alright- but that"s alright" You know, what
Anyway, back to Black Holes. When we see the final graph that took me
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Metatron is using Black Hole science. And they would show up and do something,
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is in the Black Hole at the center of the Milky Way. And it
don"t worry about Black Holes and things, because they don"t talk about them. But
dragged into the Black Hole Alignment So, I guess it has been worth it
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pulled into the Black Hole Alignment means. And once you"re in you can"t geL
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aligned with the Black Hole Systems, and then there is the part in the
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system, in the Black Hole System through the big one that is the Core
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Galactic Core the Black Hole, so it brings Earth into alignment. This is the
alignment with the Black Hole at the center of the Milky Way, and that
alignment with the Black Hole at the center of the Milky Way, but what
the Veca-2 Black Hole System that"s in the Bourgha Matrix. And that"s like
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control, under the Black Hole controls. They could use the whole system, to literally,
that"s how the Black Hole System Beings operate. They have very advanced technologies of
lock with the Black Hole Systems. But at that point the Gates will close.
lock with the Black Hole System. So by that point we"re going to be
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Even though the Black Hole is pulling on it, it will still hold it

Page: 122
it is a Black Hole System. It"s a last chance system for places that

Page: 123
where others from Black Holes that are in a fallen Black Hole and can"t
in a fallen Black Hole and can"t get out, they can come into those

Page: 127
it into the Black Hole Alignments. Next one, please. [59:12] OK and,
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dragged into the Black Hole Fall ones. So this is the beginning of understanding
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bypass the Procyak Black Hole at the center of the Meta-Galactic Core. So
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with the Micca Black Hole 13
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Metagalactic core (Black Hole at Milky Way center) - and the MW MG2 Universal Core Black Hole & Micca Complex. Earth & our sun would draw
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system -a black hole system - in which energy from the living matrix
and their related black holes ... the evolution of that, back into freedom, involves
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different wormhole alignments/Black Hole Systems the planet has been plugged into, with
the
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with different corresponding Black Hole Systems, which the ancients and their celebrations,
unknowingly, helped
potential to these Black Hole Systems. After the graph series were 3 more techniques;
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Orb Visitation from Black Hole Systems as well. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series

Page: 9
Metatronic Technologies for Black Hole Systems. So there is deception going on in relation

Page: 33
such as a black hole system " Where the relationship between an individual in
are Quarantined Systems, black hole systems that are cut off from the natural flow

Page: 40
EarthParallel Milky Way Black Hole System. "With the fall of Amenti Gates in

Page: 41
Parallel Milky Way Black Hole System. The Earth"s Amenti Gates would open in this

Page: 42
wormholes within the black hole center of our Milky Way Galaxy," which is what

Page: 43
system in the black hole core of our Milky Way Galaxy. Simply put, the
the Fall-aligned black hole system of the Parallel Milky Way Galaxy as the

Page: 45
it into a black hole that gets eaten by the other black holes, so
by the other black holes, so it fills the quantum of the other black
of the other black hole that is going to explode itself if it doesn"t
finitequantum "Quarantined Black Hole Fall System" that was destined, by the eternal Cosmic
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Milky Way Galaxy Black Hole, in order to "feed the quantum spin" of
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External Merkaba Vehicle Black Hole Feeder Field " Now remember, the Solar Systems are
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Way Galaxy Alpha Black Hole System, then the Death Star begins spin-speed deceleration,
Way Galaxy Alpha Black Hole System as a "singular, distorted, finite-life mutated
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Parallel Alpha System Black Hole as a "new finite-life Artificial-Light Facsimile
it has a black hole around it that sucks energy in. So it will
Parallel Alpha System Black Hole as a "new finite-life Artificial-Light Facsimile

Page: 53
a Death Star Black Hole Galaxy. Then they would be able to go for
Artificial Death Star Black Hole Feeder Galaxy is the core purpose Prime Objective of
Way Galaxy Alpha Black Hole System joined with other IlluminatiElder races of several other
other Quarantined Fallen Black Hole Systems to form the "AlphaOmega False God-Head"
Artificial Death Star Black Hole Galaxy-an abomination of Metatronic "Bloom of Doom"
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extended into Quarantined Black Hole Fall Systems. The other option is remaining under the
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the Death Star Black Hole Universe is also doomed to fail, because in 2976
Milky Way Alpha Black Hole System explodes- as an energetic consequence to their own
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us with the black holes that are at the centre of the Sun. Part
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System, and other black hole interfaces through the Galactic Core, because it begins to
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which is part black hole. So that"s the alignments. When you think of all
and in the Black Hole system So that is a dangerous alignment, right there.
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were running on black hole system This one that I didn"t have time to
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... they"re actually black-hole knots that are lining up on the natural Solar

directly with the black hole sets, and that kind of thing. That"s when there"s
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down into their Black Hole. I mean there"s a lot of things that have
way, here"s the Black Holes in the Solar System; they connect to certain times
of the self Black Holes coming in because that"s what astrology is doing. So
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